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In 1967 Gordon made the revolutionary assumption that reflection of radar signal 
from the Sun can be explained by its scattering on microturbulence (Gordon 
1973). In his first model it was ion-sound turbulence. Later he considered 
radar scattering on Langmuir turbulence. The principal opportunity to explain 
frequency displacements of radar echoes observed in James' experiments (James 
1966, 1970) was shown. However, it turned out (Gerasimova 1979) that the 
mechanism needed an impermissible high level of isotropic turbulence for the 
reflection with cross-sections a = 107ri?g. 

In 1998 (Mel'nik 1998, 1999) a plasma theory of the solar radar echoes 
in which the reflected signal was formed due to scattering on the anisotropic 
Langmuir turbulence generated by Type III electrons was proposed. It was 
shown that in the scope of this theory the main results of James' experiments, 
like the high (1007T.RQ), moderate ((1 — 2)TTR'Q), and low (< nR^) effective cross-
sections, the width ((20 —60)kHz) of the echo spectrum, the heights (1.3 — 1.6RQ) 

at which the main reflections occurred, could be understood. In the region, 
where Te > Tj, Langmuir turbulence is a source of ion-sound turbulence and 
radar scattering on this turbulence can produce reflections high (up to 5R@) in 
the solar corona. The theory predicts radar reflections with high cross-sections 
with big frequency shifts. In particular, at definite conditions radar echoes with 
twice the radar frequency can be possible. The opportunities of coronal plasma 
diagnostic from the results of the radar experiments are discussed. 
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